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Next-to-Minimal Supersymmetric SM

Motivated by the µ ∼ 1 TeV problem

Introduce SM singlet S

Neglecting linear and bilinear terms in S, the superpotential
reads:
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Condensation of S generates effective µ parameter:

µeff = λ〈S〉



Next-to-Minimal SSM

Phenomenological consequences:
Extended Higgs and Neutralino Sector

Three scalar Higgs fields (CP conserving)
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Two pseudo scalar Higgs fields
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Five neutralinos
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The need for automatization

1) Softly broken SUSY models have high dimensional space of
free parameters

→ Tools that solve RGEs, calculate spectra, check for
consistency with experimental bounds. Monte-Carlo
Markow-Chains to explore the parameter space

e.g NMSSMTools by U. Ellwanger, J. F. Gunion, C. Hugonie

2) Variety of new particles and couplings make calculation of
processes cumbersome (even at tree-level!!)

→ Event generators build up all the diagrams contributing to a
given process; calculate amplitudes; sample the phase space
and calculate cross sections; (shower, hadronization)

Most event generators have the MSSM built in, but not the
NMSSM



The need for automatization!!!

NMSSM, like many BSM models, imposes discrete Symmetry

⇒ Pair production
⇒ Decay chains
⇒ Multi-particle final states

Combinatorics and Feynman rules in the Higgs and neutralino
sector become more difficult...
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The WHIZARD Event Generator Kilian/Ohl/Reuter, 0708.4233

Current versions:

WHIZARD 1.9x latest release v1.93: 2009, April, 15th

Web address:

http://whizard.event-generator.org
http://projects.hepforge.org/whizard

Major upgrade WHIZARD 2.0 (more later)

The WHIZARD team
W. Kilian, T. Ohl, H.-W. Poschmann, J. Reuter, F. Braam, S. Schmidt, C.

Speckner, D. Wiesler

http://whizard.event-generator.org
http://projects.hepforge.org/whizard


WHIZARD: Prerequisites

Prerequisites:
Standard tools: (like make, sed, grep, Perl5 etc.)

O’Caml (Objective Caml) compiler (Version ≥ 3.04)

Fortran 95/03 compiler
gfortran (v≥4.3.0), Intel (v≥10.0), NAG, Lahey, g95,
still problematic: Portland pgf

LHAPDF library for PDFs

PYTHIA/HERWIG for showering/hadronization

Optional:

LATEX and MetaPost for on-line generation of histograms and
plots
for support, contact the authors



WHIZARD: Installation

WHIZARD 1: Installation

Download tar-ball from
http:whizard.event-generator.org
unpack
do configure FC=<your compiler>
make install that’s it!

→ O’Mega builds up all matrix elements contributing to the
processes specified in conf/whizard.prc in a highly efficient
way

→ All process files are generated processes-src/

→ whizard executable is build

By running ./whizard the cross sections for the processes
selected in results/whizard.in are calculated (various
options and cuts possible)

http:whizard.event-generator.org


Sample files

# Process file for 2->2 NMSSM comparison

model NMSSM

#################################################

# tautau channels

#################################################

##SM-like processes

# lepton pairs

tautau tau+,tau- tau+,tau- omega

# Slepton pairs

stau12 tau+,tau- stau1-,stau2+ omega

# Squark pairs

st12 tau+,tau- st1,st2c omega

# Gaugino pairs

nn35 tau+,tau- neu3,neu5 omega

# Higgs pairs

h1h3 tau+,tau- h01,h03 omega

a1a2 tau+,tau- A01,A02 omega

!!whizard.in file

&process_input

process_id = "tautau"

sqrts = 3000

luminosity = 0

polarized_beams = F

structured_beams = F

input_file = "nmssm"

input_slha_format = T

/

&integration_input

calls = 1 20000 1 20000 3

stratified = F



O’Mega

optimized matrix elements (same complexity class as
Alpgen(ALPHA) and HELAC, but symbolic expressions are
available for further manipulation)
algorithm checked for vertices with arbitrary(!) many legs
rich set set of Lorentz structures for vertices (will become
completely general in 2.0)
algorithm completely different from Madgraph, allows
meaningful cross checks. Numeric support library also
developed independently
matrix element code is structured to take advantage of gauge
cancellations
matrix element code can be instrumented for automatic gauge
invariance checks



WHIZARD – Overview over BSM Models
MODEL TYPE with CKM matrix trivial CKM

QED with e, µ, τ, γ – QED

QCD with d, u, s, c, b, t, g – QCD

Standard Model SM CKM SM

SM with anomalous gauge couplings SM ac CKM SM ac

SM with anomalous top couplings SMtop CKM SMtop

SM with K matrix — SM KM

MSSM MSSM CKM MSSM

MSSM with gravitinos — MSSM Grav

NMSSM NMSSM CKM NMSSM

extended SUSY models — PSSSM

Littlest Higgs — Littlest

Littlest Higgs with ungauged U(1) — Littlest Eta

Littlest Higgs with T parity — Littlest Tpar

Simplest Little Higgs (anomaly-free) — Simplest

Simplest Little Higgs (universal) — Simplest univ

3-site model (inoff.) — TSM

UED — UED

SUSY Xdim. (inoff.) — SED

Noncommutative SM (inoff.) — NCSM

SM with Z′ — Zprime

SM with gravitino and photino — GravTest

Augmentable SM template — Template



WHIZARD analysis package
Own WHIZARD graphics analysis package
(NOTE: New completely general cut syntax in v2.0)

WHIZARD data analysis March 16, 2007

Process: qqttdec (uū→ bb̄W+W−)

√
s = 500.0 GeV

∫
L = 0.2754× 10−01 fb−1

0

100

200

300

160 165 170 175 180

#evt/bin

Minv [GeV] of (5)

σtot = 36305. ± 310. fb [±0.85 %] nevt, tot = 1000

σcut = 36305. ± 0.115× 10+04 fb [±3.16 %] nevt, cut = 1000 [100.00 %]



The NMSSM: Implementation and conventions

SLHA2 conventions Allanach et al., arXiv:0801.0045

→ fixes signs and phases:
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Parameter input via SLHA2 file (as obtained from
NMSSMTools)
full CKM matrix, L/R sfermion mixing (all generations)
No sfermion generation mixing
Generalization to CP non-conserving case easily possible



The NMSSM: Implementation and conventions

Parameters to specify NMSSM spectrum in WHIZARD:

Lagrangian parameters in Higgs-sector:
tanβ, µeff, λ, κ, Aλ, Aκ

Higgs masses and full mixing matrices US(3× 3), UP (2× 3)
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Naming scheme for Higgs particles changed from MSSM to
NMSSM (not in the manual, yet):

h, H → h01, h02, h03; A → A01, A02

→ See sample files
conf/whizard.*.test-NMSSM



The NMSSM: Implementation and conventions

Neutralino masses and mixing matrix Uχ̃0(5× 5).
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WHIZARD only digests real mixing matrices → mχ̃0 < 0
Internally, they will be converted to mχ̃0 > 0 with appropriate
factors of i in Uχ̃0

Trilinear soft SUSY breaking parameters have no tensorial
structure

SM Yukawa couplings are calculated from tree level relation

Yi =
gmi√

2MW c/s(β)



Consistency Checks

Verified correct MSSM limit
(κ→ 0, λ→ 0, 〈S〉 → 0 : µeff 6= 0)
in 2→ 2 processes using sps1a scenario at 500 GeV
and 2 TeV

Comparison of WHIZARD, MadGraph and CalcHep for
various 2 → 2 NMSSM processes:
e+e−, τ+τ−, νeν̄e, ντ ν̄τ , W+W−, W−Z, W−γ, ZZ,
Zγ, γγ, gγ, Zg, W−g, gg, uū, dd̄, bb̄, bt̄, qg
at 3 TeV and 5 TeV (in order to make all channels accessible)

Independence of implementation (FeynRules vs. manually
implemented FR) make remaining bugs unlikely.



Consistency Checks

Results uū → 2

All results agree within MC
error



WHIZARD 2.0

Core completely reprogrammed in object oriented way
(Fortran 2003) (back validation almost complete)
Much better structured (use of libtool, automake etc.),
central installation and user work space completely split
All interface code and system calls from the core code, no
scripts any more
General decay cascades (allows also for inclusive processes!)
(with full flavor, color, spin correlations)
WHIZARD’s own interpreter language; generally usable for

arbitrary event-dependent scales for PDFs, shower etc.
arbitrary cuts and kinematical variables
versatile analysis options



WHIZARD 2.0

several WHIZARD-own parton shower options, MLM and
CKKW matching
FeynRules interface for the official version
Root interface for more general analysis
new optimizations in phase space, flavor sums, helicity
selection rules
more BSM models
new manual!!!
now processes from different models can be run in parallel

Coming soon: more features like MPI module, GUI and
automatic Catani-Seymour dipole subtraction, etc.



Summary

Whizard is a highly efficient tool to study BSM collider
phenomelogogy

NMSSM implementation is complete and tested
⇒ Ready to be used

Whizard 2.0 brings major upgrades

→ Re-organized and optimized
→ FeynRules interface, will allow for easier implementation of

new models
→ Parton shower
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